BACKBELT
- Contoured shape for improved fit and prevents ride-up
- 8" elastic back panel and 4" width elastic V-shaped side pull
- 5 rubberized gripper holds belt in place
- 4 spring stainless steel stays specialist
- 1.25" removable heavy duty elastic suspenders
- Available in sizes: S = 26"-32"
  M = 32"-38"
  L = 38"-47"
  XL = 47"-56"

BACKBELT II
- Contoured shape for improved fit and prevents ride-up
- 8" elastic back panel and 4" elastic V-shape side pull
- 4 rubberized gripper holds belt in place
- 4 stylish plastic stays
- 1 large plastic stay center back specialist
- 1.25" removable heavy duty elastic suspenders
- Available in sizes: S = 26"-32"
  M = 32"-38"
  L = 38"-47"
  XL = 47"-56"

BACKBELT Lifter
- Deluxe 6" power lifting belt designed wide span for maximum comfort
- 6mm high density foam laminated with nylon outer and felt fabric inner
- 5cm buckle with Velcro hook and loop closure support systems
- Available in sizes: S-M = 26"-32"
  M-L = 32"-38"
  L-XL = 38"-47"

BACKBELT Instructions

With two hands at same time adjust the elastic internal support band firmly around your waist and secure it with the Velcro®

Adjust the suspenders until you feel them snug but not very tight

Pull out the second elastic belt forward and adjust it with the Velcro® until you fit safe and comfortable